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INTRODUCTION 
Need for the Study 
The advisory programs in institutions for higher 
learning vary as much as their curricula. There are vast 
differences in advising phi1. osophies, administrative struc-
tures, and services because colleges and universities give 
little reflective thought to the overall purpose and pattern 
of their advising programs. According to Robertson, who 
studied advisory programs on twenty campuses, the advisement 
programs just "growed", like Topsy, "as a result of conscious 
pangs, impact of individual personalities, crises, and 
sporadic administrative concern."1 
Because ad.ministrators are reluctant to specify in 
detail the objectives of the program, duties of advisers, 
and the criteria for selecting advisers, the faculty members 
who serve as qdvisers cannot possibly assist the student 
in deve1oping him to his fullest potential. Limitations to 
the advisory program may originate if haphazard attempts are 
made to define the duties and obligations of faculty advisers. 
lJames H. Robertson, "Academic Advising in Colleges and 
Universities--Its Present State and Present Problems," North 




If duties, ob1ig8tions, and objectives are not stated 
in manuq1 s or handbooks, the ad vis er may ask himse1 f: How 
far shouJd I go in counseling students on persona] problems? 
What is my responsibi1 ity to the students? Should I make a 
decision for the undecided student? Should I just be a sym-
pathetic listener and offer various possible solutions to the 
student's problem? The answers to these questions are not 
a1 ways found in handbooks or advisement manuals, but never-
theless prob1 ems of this nature are carried to faculty 
members. One author sums up the problems faculty advisers 
face in the following manner: 2 
In every co11ege there are a number of 
students whose academic success is enhanced 
rather than hindered by aspects of their 
persona1 ity which seem 1ikely to resuJt in 
gre::i.t u1 timate unhappiness. There are students 
who use preoccupation with abstract theoretic81 
materia1 to distract themseJ ves from personal 
and soc i a"l inadl=:'quac ies. There are students 
who seek academic distinction in order to flaunt 
it in defiance of a cu1ture which they be1ieve 
to dispar:::tge it. There are students who are 
convinced that they can on, y Le valued because 
of their scho1 qstic achievements, and who are 
cease1essJy driven to seek grs.des as copper 
tokens to exchange for affection at a very 
unfavorqb}e rate. What is the responsibi1 ity 
of the adviser for the weJfare of such students? 
If he can recognize them, should he seek to 
initiate person2.J ity changes which will proba-
bly make the student's ac::i.demic record less 
spectacular, even if they aJso result in 
happiness and uJtimately greater productivity 
qnd creativeness? 
The problem of advising students in institutions of 
higher iearning is fundamentally a matter of providing some 
2Edgar z. Friedenberg, "The Measurement of Student 
Conceptions of the Role of a College Advisory System," The 
Facult in Co1Je e Counselin , ed. Melvene Hardee (New York: 




degree of emotionB1 support, explaining the academic facts 
::i.n1 objectives of the university, helping each individual 
p1an his program of study which will meet university re-
quirements, and referring him to "experts" on the campus. 
Academic advising of students by noninstructional, 
professional advisers began a new concept of advising at 
Eastern Illinois University. The program was introduced 
for the fal1 querter in 1965 with three full-time advisers. 
Since the program has enlarged to the extent that seven 
professional advisers are now staffed by the Advisement 
Center, some method of study was needed to determine the 
merit of the professional advisers as compared to the 
traditional faculty advisers. 
The following study is an attempt to view the advise-
ment services at Eastern Illinois University by meansof a 
questionnaire which was sent to students who have been 
advised by both professional and faculty advisers. 
CHAPTER I 
Function of the Advisement Center 
In the focus of her book, The Faculty in CoJ1ege Counseling, 
Ee"' vene Hardee quotes this statement by Archibald Macintosh: 
Before we can tackle the problem of advising and directing our 
students s atisf actori1 y, we must develop a philosophy on which 
to base our actions ••• The core of Macintosh's statement can 
be applied to the central theme of this chapter, the function 
of the advisement program at Eastern Illinois University. 
Most universities have some type of faculty advising system, 
but in some institutions the advisers simp1y sign a registration 
card and does nothing more. To insure careful planning, an 
adviser should attempt to get personally acquainted with his 
advisee. A system of interviews where adviser and the students 
get together for an informal chat or discussion has been found 
to be An effective personnel instrument.3 
~he philosophy of academic advising at Eastern Illinois 
University is similar to other sm:=tll universities. "It is 
desired that 8. warm personal relationship be established between 
adviser and advisee which will permit a free interchange of in-
3:ouga1d S. Arbuckle (ed.), "The Faculty Interview,'• Student 
Personnel Services in Higher Education, (New York: 1iicGraw-Hi11 Book 
Co., 1953), P• 74. 
4 
5 
formation and a subsequent high level of success on the part of 
the stud.ent.n4 
The academic advisement system at Eastern Illinois University 
is performed by 8. dual program; the Advisement Center and by 
faculty advisers. The Advisement Center was established to 
f::tciJ it ate the academic counseling for all freshmen students for 
the advisory problem seemed to be ~ost acute during the fresh-
man year. Another motive for creating the Advisement Center was 
that a 1 arge number of the faculty advisers had too many advisees. 
Freshmen students have a tendency to be mobile with regard to 
their choice of major for the first year and it ;-1as believed 
that there would be advantages in having the student assi;ned 
to a professional adviser who could counsel him in the various 
academic major fields offered by the University. 
The Center is now staffed by seven full-time noninstructional 
facuJty members whose graduate educational back.e;round is in 
guidance and counseling. At the time of this study however, there 
were three advisers. The Center is ~nder the direction of a 
Chairman who supervises the activity within the Center and co-
ordinates the procedures of the Center under the leadership of 
the Dean of Student Academic Services. S.qch staff member has 
approxim::iteJy three-hundred ad vi sees. This is cr:-,r.s :idercc tL1: 
optimum number that can be handled_ efficiently ~mu stilJ ri1ain-
t ain effecti VG qnd ciesirab"' e oni~-to-one re~_ationships. 
4ttAca1emic Advisement Handbook," (Eastern Il~inois University, 
Charleston, I1linois), p. 2. 
. .._... 
6 
An ori.~mtation program is p1 '.lnned during July and August 
for al_l.. fresh1nen stucle11ts "t~Jho pl an to enroJ_l for t!1e first time 
in the fa11 quarter. The students spend a half-day at the Univer-
sity where they 9.t tend an hour academic orient at ion session 
which is conducted by one of the professional advisers from the 
Advisement Center. Following this session, each student has a 
planned schedu]e for the day. The student completes any re-
quired departmental testing, speech and hearing tests, and has 
his picture taken for his identification card. The student then 
reports to the Advisement Center, and at this time, is arbi trari1y 
assigned to an adviser. 
The staff at the Advisement Center advises all freshmen. 
The freshmen students whose majors are in business, English, in-
dustrial arts, mathematics, social sciences, zoology, pre-
dentistry, or pre-veterinary r;-;edicine are advised by the staff 
until the end of their sophomore year. After two quarters for 
freshmen students or two years for sophomore students, the ad.visees 
are then transferred to departmental faculty advisers. 
If a student changes his major while assigned to the Center, 
he keeps the same adviser because professional advisers advise 
all students in all academic fields. Similarity, if freshmen 
or sophomore students, who have been assigned a faculty adviser, 
decide to change thgir major to one of the fields mentioned 
above, they wiJ l. be reassigned to the professional adviser they 
had when origina"1 ly assigned to the Center. 
After the student has been transferred to a faculty 8.clviser, 
and before the initi~ conference between the student and the new 
adviser, the latter is given a folder which contains the advisee's 
7 
ACT scores, an exemption record, and his registration history. 
Also, incluclerl in the fo1.der are the grades the student earned 
each quarter. 
At mid-quarter, 1 ow 1 failing grades are distributed to 
the department heads by the ssistant Dean of Student Academic 
Services. The mid-quarter g ades are useful in checking poor 
academic achievement by stud nts. Advisers are encouraged to 
cal J these students in for a co:n,ference and to make such rec om-
mendations as the situation arrants in attempting to Iead the 
student onto firm ound once again. 5 
The fact that the adv ser is in frequent contact with 
his students presents a sple did opportunity for the adviser to 
detect he t:i.lth pro bl ems, pers naJ problems, or any problems not 
directJy connected with acad mic studies. With the latter prob-
1ems, the academic advisers at Eastern Illinois University clo 
not feel responsible for the kind of counseling which should be 
done by trained personne1.6 The advisers refer those students 
with such problems to nseling Center, Health Center, Dean 
of Women, or the Dean of !•le , whichever is appropriate. These 
of fices have the responsibi providing professional help 
to students with personal p 
If a student wishes from his assigne~ adviser to 
another 8d.vis"):r -in the Cent r, he has the opportunity to do so. 
Th0 request must be made pe sona1!y by the student to the 
5rbid., P• 5. 
6Ibid., p. 4. 
Executive Assistant of Registration and Advisement. If he deems 
.... the student's reason to be valid, the De;:in will authorize such 
a change. 
Duties of Advisers During Registration 
Pre-registration is the process whereby plans are made 
for the next succeeding quarter and wi11 occur about six weeks 
prior to the beginning of that qu8rter. At this time, the 
student consu1ts with his faculty or professional adviser and 
completes a preferred schedu1e cara which lists the courses 
the ;idvisee desires for the next quarter of school. If the 
adviser approves of this schedule, he must sign the schedu1e card. 
Upon viewing the advisee's folder, the adviser has the 
responsibi1ity to keep the student informed of courses he has 
not taken in the curricu1um, inform him of his grade point 
aver2ge and deficit points, and. assist him in any possib1 e way 
which would insure a smoother pre-registration. 
In brief, the pre-registration f1ow pattern for students 





On the cl.ates announced in the Offic iaJ Notices 1 
pick up pre-registration materia1 s and in-
structions. 
Consult with your adviser regarding proposed 
proeram and secure the adviser's signature 
on the preferred schedu1e. 
Return the preferred schedu1e to the Registra-
tion Office. 
On the announced dates, appear Rt designateC: 
p) ace to comp1 ete registration and pay fees. 7 
Centr~ Registration occurs the day before the first day 
?Tb',, Q 
.L iu.., P• /• 
,....., 
9 
of classes and is held for the following students: 
1. Students who were in school the preceeding 
quarter who elected not to pre-register. 
2. Students who have previously enrolled at 
Eastern but were not enrolled during the 
preceeding quarter. (these are referred 
as "Re-Ads") 
J. New students who have never enrolled in 
a colJege or university. 
4. ~ran~f~r stl1~~:1~~ who have ha~ e::;periencgs 
in hi.gr.er· '"'.1,,_vc~l...,lOn, but. not c:i.t. .;:,,8.Stern • 
.follars wi1.l be made and alJ advisers wilJ be notified as to 
the names of their advisees. For transfer students, a transcript 
of their credits from another co11ege wi11 be enclosed in the 
fo1der. The transcript wilJ help the adviser assist the student 
in se1ectin~ courses for study. 
In brief, the central registration flow pattern is as 
foJlows: 
J. Students appear at the registration area at their 
designated times. 
2. Picks up registration materials prior to entering 
the registration a~~a. 
J. Reports to his adviser to work out his schedule 
of courses and obtains adviser's signature on 
the preferred schedule card. 
4. Obtains c1ass cards for 'She courses he has 
requested. 
5. Completes c:ill information requested on the 
various enrollment cards, cl9.ss c8.rds,sche-
d.u1es, etc. 
6. Complete registration by payment of fees.9 
sr ·a bl .• , P• 9. 
9rb·ri lo.; .• , P• 10. 
10 
iluring pre-registration and central registration, advisers 
have the following duties: 
i. To he"lp students reach wise decisions in 
their choice of minors and elective courses, 
and to he1p them pJ an programs that wiJ l 
insure order1 y intellectual devel opn;ent. 
2. To examine, and to sign if he approves, the 
students pre-registration sheet or pref erred 
schedule. The signature implies that the 
progr-3.m is certified as conforming to the 
academic regulations of the University. 
J. To retain a copy of the student's pre-
registration in the advisement folder and 
to keep an up-to-date record of grades and 
courses that have been taken by the student. 
This record should be in the form of a check-
list against the requirements of the students 
curriculum; the purpose of this curriculum 
requirements have been met and prerequisites 
for courses satisfied. The exact form of 
the check1ist is a matter of departmentaJ 
preference or policy. 
4. To recommend, but not to ~mt1torize, excep-
tions to the academic regulations. Authorizn-
tion for exceptions must come from the Dean 
of Student Academic Services. 
5. To be aware of published announcements 
concerning changes in curriculum and modification 
of degree requirements. These will be generally 
take the form of a printed letter which will 
stem from the President's Office and will 
O'.ltline decisions reached by a department or 
council and endorsed by the President. These 
pub~ications sbould be retained in such a 
manner 1.S to be avaD able for easy referral .10 
Besides the :iuties listed above, the academic adviser has 
other duties which apply to other regulations. Some of these 
additionaJ duties are: 
1. During the Spring and Summer Quarters when 
students pre-register for the Fall Quarter, 
J 0Tb • 1 11 J. in., p. __ _l.. 
, ., 
the a'.l viser should. also assist the student 
in pl::i.nnint; a tentative pro6ram for the 
,,.,.., coming Winter and Sprint; Quarters. 
2. The adviser should thoroughly question the 
student who wishes to chan~e his schedule 
after registration. He should be sure the 
student is given fu.11 information about the 
courses he is expected to take before he 
registers for them. The reason "the course 
is too difficult" should not appear on a 
change slip because tlw student shou1d have 
fulJ knowledge of what to expect in a course 
before registering for it. 
3. The adviser should not 
for a program change. 
change card indicates 
through investigation 
the case and that the 
change. 
sign a blank request 
His signature on the 
that he has made a 
of the background of 
student ~ make the 
4. The academic advisers shou1~d be aware of all 
instructions and information sent to them 
from various administrative offices as they 
pertain to curriculum change. It is aJso 
important that the adviser read the official 
notices in the campus newspaper so he may1, 
be ~-nformed regarding registration dates. ·"· 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this survey was to study the advisement 
services of Eastern Illinois University as viewed by two groups, 
dropout students from the University and by students presentJy 
enroJ led at th0 sophomore grade 1eve:i , and to what degree they 
were satisfied. w)_th the services, ancl more specificc:i.11y to 
study the program of advisement services pertaining to: 
(::i.) Essential Information, (b) Aca:lemic Assistance, and (c) 
Personal Services of noninstructional, professional advisers 
as compared to faculty ad vise rs. 
11ri- i· .-1 P , 3 
U "'"• I • ·- • 
J 2 
Procedure Used in the Study 
For better c1arification of the survey being conducted, 
the following terms which are used extensively in the study are 
defined. 
,-, 1 Ad · .r acu_ ty . 'vis er. "The university teacher who has some 
part of his teaching load given over to counseling undergraduate 
and graduate students, his own, and possibly some whom he does 
not teach. His advisement may include orientation of new 
stwients, helping stu1ents to register, and concern for students 
1\fho have difficulty in course work and/or who have personal 
prob1ems which do not indicate a need for the more expert guic,-
8.nce of the school psychiatrist. The adviser may participA-te 
in some extrM.curricular activities, ~md he n12y aJso be involved 
in helping other facu":'ty members evaluate students.nl2 
Professional Adviser. A noninstructiona} faculty member 
who has no otirnr duti8S except those which involve he1pins 
students with academic problems. 
Advisers' Handbook. 11A useful book which contains a 
statement of objectives of the program, a description of the 
processes of orientation, advising appointment schedule, a des-
cription of each test in current use and how to interpret it, 
sample case studies, sample record forms, definitions of psy-
chologica1 and p8rsonnel terms, an explanation of the role 
of the adviser, and bibJ. iography of professional literature. nl3 
12Judith Kranes, "University Teacher-Advisement of the 
Young Undergraduate, n Journal of Educational Sociology, XXXIII 
(April, 1960), P• 335. 
, 3 . 
..L L>=mrice T:ffoo1f and Jeanne Woolf, The Student Personnel 
Program (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1953), P• JJ.5. 
Acaderr,ic Advising. A function which is performed by a 
facu1 ty member or a noninstructional professional adviser and 
shouJ d. n assist the student to under st ::i.nd and to seek the le-
gitimate objectives of the university education wh~ch comprises 
both breadth 8.nd depth, to understand the distinctions and re-
1ations between the various fields of learning, and to deveJop 
his j_ntei, :;eta al curiosity !'.l.nd critic a"! juil..c;E1ent .'tl4 
Contemp1 ating th8.t persona1 interviews for a survey of 
this type woul.d be time consuming and too costly, the writer 
developed a questionnaire which W3S sent to 425 sophomore 
students who were assigned ~uring their freshman year a non-
instructiona1 , prof"::!ssionaJ .qdviser. After two qu.9rters with 
their freshman adviser, the students were then transferred to 
a faculty ad vis er. OnJ.y sophomore students who had a minimum 
of two quarters experience with their current faculty adviser 
were se1ecte1 for the survey. The instrument consisted of 
twenty p8.irs of indentica! statements, in which the first of the 
pqj_red statements askec. for a stu:lent evaJuation of his former 
freshman adviser. The second of the paired statements asked 
for a student evaluation of his current faculty adviser. The 
questionnaire wou1d measure the advisement services of the pro-
fessional 9dvisers who form the Advisement Center, and in com-
par is on, the services of the f acu1 t:r 8.d visers. The corilbined 
services form the advisory program at Eastern IlJinois University. 
The questionnaire sought to r:ie asure the fo11owine;; factors: 
1 4p R t- ( U · · t +' r.r 1,., • t 1 061 ) 7 -"- regress .epor_, niversi y O..c ><BS.!lng on, . ,; _ , P• • 
J • Student evaluation of persona] services performed 
by his former freshman adviser and by his current faculty 
adviser. Some of the services surveyed are: (a) availability 
of advisers, (b) qua1.ity of advisement, (c) ability to commun-
icate, (d) amount of confidence in advisers, an1 (e) types 
of attitudes advisers posses. 
2. Student eva1uation of essentia1 information presented 
him by his former freshman adviser and by his current f acu1 ty 
,3cviser. Types of information surveyed are: (a) genera1 re-
quirements for a degree, (b) dropping and adding courses, ( c) 
probation, final probation, and defi_cit points, (d) scholastic 
1oad, (e) prerequisites, and (f) se1:;ction of e'lective courses 
or a minor fieJa of study. 
J. Student eva'luation of ass1.stance given him by his 
former freshman adviser and by his current facuJty adviser on 
2cademic m:'3.tters. Types of assistance surveyed are: (a) on 
registration procedures, (b) in pl ann:..ng the college program, 
(c) on improving study habits, (d) on motivating students to 
:'.1i1:r:-ove ~no do better, ("'} on informing the student about 
services of the University, and (f) on University regulations 
and ru1 es. 
4. Student evaJuation of t"Jhether he should be arbitrarily 
assigned an a1vja3r. 
5. Student evaJuation of the effectiveness of his former 
freshman ad.viser and of his current faculty adviser. 
To evaluate the advisement services of Eastern Illinois 
University and especia11y the Advisement Center, a second 
-
questionnaire w:is aeveloped anl sent to 450 stud.ents who had 
had. experience with a noninstructional, professional adviser 
ana. had since dropped from the University. Only the first 
of the pairGl statements used in the previously mentioned 
questionnaire (see appendix A) were used for this study. The 
second questionnaire sought to measure the fol1owing advise-
ment services: 
1. Student evaluation of personal services performed. 
by the noninstructional freshman adviser. 
2. Student evaluation of essentia1 information presented 
him by his noninstructional freshman adviser. 
3. Stu1ent evaluation of assistance given him by his 
noninstructional freshman adviser. 
4. Student evaJuation of whether he should be arbitrarily 
assigned an adviser. 
5. Student evaluation of the effectiveness of his non-
instructional freshman adviser. 
Limitations of the Study 
The findings of this survey apply only to Eastern Illinois 
University and the particular student enrollment therein. Since 
there WA.S no way of determining if the responses to the ques-
tionnaire were reJiable, and because there was no control group 
which could be used for comparison purposes, the writer felt 
these were ai:led '.'I imitations to the study. 
CHAPTER II 
Student Opinion of Advisement Programs 
Surprisingly, at least to the writer, there is relatively 
J itt1e written about evaluating advisory programs. This 
may be due to a misconception of the role of an advisory pro-
gram or possibly because such an evaluation would be costly 
and time conscuning to the program director. 
Due to Jack of time and funds, the advisement director 
usuaJJy attempts haphazard:_y to conJ.uct a stud.y which only 
goes "skin deeptt in eva1uating the entire program. One author 
comments on such a procedure and suggests:1 5 
Obviously, the busy administrator or 
teacher-counselor rarely h.;i.s the time, energy, 
or money to conduct research ••• He can employ 
a method which the writer likes to call the 
"straws-in-the-wind" approach. It consists 
of the collection, over a period of time, of 
data which answer questions such as these: 
What are the at ti tu des of students, co11 e agues, 
and parents toward a given faculty member's 
counseling activities? Is there evidence of 
antagonism, of indifference, or a feeling of 
respect and confidence? As the counseling 
program has developed over a period of years, 
has there been a gradual decrease in the 
number of misfits in various courses? A 
decrease in the number of drop-outs from 
co~1ege? A graduaJ increase in the number of 
students who vo1untari1y seek conferences with 
their counselors? The answers to questions such 
15A. Gordon Nelson, "The College Teacher as Counselor," 
The Facult in Co11 e e Counse1in , ed. I•Ielvene Hardee (New York: 
McGraw-Hi1 Book Co., _ 9 59 , pp. 120-121. 
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as those suggested wi11 not constitute 
precise, objective conclusive indications 
of the effectiveness or the ineffectiveness 
of counseling. The data wi11 have to be 
regarded as incomplete and indirect evidence ••• 
The writer was ab1e to find four sources which attempted 
to evaluate coJ i ege advisory programs via student opinion. 
F . 16 f h r1edenberg in his study o t e advisory program at 
the University of Chicago attempted to measure the following: 
1. Student opinion of the scope desirable in the 
advisory system. 
2. Student information about the system as it A.ctually 
exists, to permit an estimate of the degree to which criticism 
and opinion might be regarded as informed. 
3. Stu:J.ent evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
program in solving certain problems which it recognized as 
possible sources of weakness in itself. 
4. An indication of the kind of role with respect to 
themse1 ves which students be1ieve an adviser shou1 d p1 ay in 
assisting in the solution of certain complex problems. 
Summ::irizing his completed study, Friedenberg states: 
If the results obtained by app1ying 
the instrument described at the University 
of Chicago 8re representative, then it seems 
that, whi1 e students feel that they need 
warmth and understanding and that the univer-
sity is obligated to provide help with per-
sonal prob1 ems, they are not likely to misuse 
or over-burden the source of such help. They 
wi11, in generaI, take as much as can be given 
of what they need. The more psychological 
insight which the advisers in a system possess, 
and the more clearly the system defines its 
l6Friedenberg, loc. cit. 
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scope to include service with person~ 
prob1ems, the more students wi11 expect of 
it 8.nd use it. Some, however, wil1 become 
frightened and hosti1 e, an~ most expect 
enough initiative to be left to them to 
permit them f Q fee1 respected rather than 
manipul ated. l 
A study at Brooklyn Co11 ege was conducted. to determine 
the success of their freshman counse1in6 program and from 
the results, certain recommendations were stated: 
1. Fifty-five percent of the respondents expressed a 
preference for drop-in, unschedu1 ed appointments. An experiment 
was initiated usin.;; five counse1ors who are available without 
3ppointment on certain days and on other days, avail able with 
scheduled. cg_1 endar; five counselors availab1.e at all times for 
unschedul ea interviews only; five counse"tors avail at1 e for 
regul cir] y s chedu1 ed appointments only. 
2. Students believe the main function of the counselor 
revolves arouncl program planning. Yet 10 percent feeJ_ the 
counse1or ~oes not know enough about the co11.ege, its resources, 
and curriculum for them to have faith in him. Sessions for 
counselors in these areas cou1d, with profit, be held at intervals. 
J. Six percent of the students felt that too great de-
pendence upon the counse!or Jed to stultification or 1ack of 
incentive to think for oneself. Continued study was recommended. 
4.. Need W'3.S seen for an ongoing public-relations, 
information-givin5 program directed to students and citing the 
services offered by the general. counseling program. The 
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survey indicB-ted a 1::.i.rge number of incoming freshmen who are 
ignorant of and misinformed about counseling services .18 
On reporting student reactions to college facilities and 
services, Iffert lists ten items which received low ratings. 
Six of those cited are as fol]ows: (1) assistance from coun-
seJors on how-to-study techniques, (2) assistance from teachers 
on how-to-study techniques, {3} services of the faculty adviser 
in helping the student select first-term courses, {4) quality of 
counseling assistance given on problems of educational and 
vocational choice, ( 5) opportunity for informal social contacts 
with faculty members, and {6) assistance from academic deans on 
problems related to course work.19 
Speer in his study asked students in his classes to des-
cribe their re~ctions to counseling experiences they had had 
at college. The chief dissatisfactions stated by the students 
were as follows: 
1. Interviews had been unp1 anned. Counsel ors had not 
prepared for them, and had wasted time in chit-chat that was 
irrelevant to the students problems. 
2. Counselors had made recommendations or suggestions 
that were "vague, indefinite, unclear, or uncertain." 
3. Advisers had ta1ked too much. Students comp1ained 
that they hB-d been given meager opportunities to unburden 
lBNorman Kie11, ttFreshman Evaluation of Faculty Counselors n 
The Facult in Colle e Counselin-, ed. Melvene Hardee (New York: ' 
McGraw-HiL_ Book Co., 1959 , pp. 27 h-275. 
19Robert E. Iffert, ttRetention and Withdrawal of College 
Students," The Facult in Colle e Counselin , ed. Melvene Hardee 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1959 , p. 106. 
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themselves, to present their problems as they appeared to them. 
4. Counselors had treated them as rte asestt rather than as 
individuals; they had showed little real interest in their 
counselee's personal difficulties. 
5. Some of the interviews seemed to have no purpose 
or goaJ.. Counsel ors had apparently scheduJed them "simply 
bee ause a1J students were supposed to be counseled." 
6. Some advisers had a tendency to explain all problems 
in terms of their favorite theories about student behavior. 
Speer quotes one student's description of ~~ interview. "He 
nsked me if I had fallen in love, joined a fraternity, or need-
ea. money. When I answered 'no' to all three, he looked at me 
in despair and said, 'Well, then I'm afraid I don't know what 
your trouble is.'" 
7. Advisers did such things as the following: broke 
appointments, came late, permitted interruptions, performed 
other duties (e.g., 8raded papers) during the interviews. 20 
Students tend to have misconceptions about the duties 
and functions of facu1ty advisers. From her experiences with 
students, Hardee has a.eve loped the fo11owing stereotypes: 
1. The Automat Stereotype. --This is the common "slip 
a coin in and get a schedule out" process wherein the student 
and adviser interact sol eJy in a mechanical process of working 
out a "program" suitab1e for a given period of registration. 
20George S. Speer, "Negative reactions to College 
Counseling," The Educational Forum, ed. A. Gordon Nelson, "The 
Co11ege Teacher as a Counse1or,"XLII (11.farch, 1954), P• 352. 
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2. The Thousand-I>Iile Check-Up. --This stereotype is one 
which conceives of the adviser as active in "arranging a program 
of courses" and subsequently checking a month or six weeks 
thereafter to see how the program has worked. This and little 
more! Havemann and West describes this stereotype as follows: 
· ••• the university provided me with a fresh-
man adviser to whom I was to go when my first 
month's grades were turned in, and regularly 
thereafter once a month. My particular adviser 
was an ascetic-looking assistant professor in 
Eng1 ish, very scholarly and by no means interest-
ed in callow freshmen. He had a half-dozen other 
freshmen besides me to advise, and his technique 
was to get rid of us as quickly as possible. 
Every month he gave me my grades and said, ttThat's 
fine; you're doing very wel1." I said, ''Thank 
you, n and walked out. In later years, when I 
became interested in the institution of fresh-
man advisers, I questioned numerous students on 
the campus and found not one who had received more 
advice from his than I had from mine.21 
J. The Patch-After-Crash Stereotype. --In this role, the 
faculty adviser is gaJ vanized into action at moments of crisis. 
The student f ai1.s miserably, is entrapped in a violation of 
academic or social regulations, is about to drop or be dropped, 
with the resu1t that the faculty adviser (like Fiorello La 
Guardia) races to the scene--office of the academic or personnel 
dean--with sirens blowing. Too little and too 1 ate is usually 
the appraisaJ of this well-intentioned but ill-planned maneuver. 
4. The Ma".' evo1ent Benevolency. --This is the one which 
pictures the faculty advLsF>r 3.S P mother hen, with wingspread 
1ike th!lt of an e.qgle, hovering over the stw1ent by day and by 
2JErnest Havemann and Patricia West, They went to Co11ege, 
ed. Melvene Hardee, "Faculty Advising in Contemporary Higher 
Education," Educational Record, llII (April, 1961), p. 115. 
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night--protecting, preventing, paterna1izing. Like1y at some 
time or another, the adviser wonders if he is merely prolonging 
infancy. 22 
There are sure1 y other stereotypes and related studies, 
but the above serve to il1ustrate myths, misconceptions, and the 
ways students perceive the role of faculty advisers. 
22Me1vene Hardee (ed.), "Faculty Advising in Contemp0rary 
Higher Education," Educational Record, XLII (April, 1961), p. 115. 
CHAPTER III 
Description of the Results 
The results of the study will be presented in this 
chapter by using tables. The tables will include (a) the 
results of the advisement services performed by a noninstruc-
tional, professional adviser, (b) the results of the advisement 
services performed by a faculty member, (c) how students felt 
toward being arbitrarily assigned an adviser, and (d) how 
students perceived their adviser. 
The writer has divided the duties of the noninstructional, 
professional adviser and the faculty adviser into three cat-
egories. The categories which distinguish the services that 
advisers perform towards their advisees and University are: 
Essential Information, Academic Assistance, and Personal Ser-
vices. There wi1J be a table on each adviser for each of the 
three categories. 
The questionnaire consisted of twenty pairs of identical 
statements and one statement which asked the student to rate the 
procedure of arbitrarily assigning him to an adviser. The first 
of the paired statements asked for a student evaluation of his 
former noninstructional, professional adviser and the second of 
the paired statements asked for a student evaluation of his 
23 
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current facu1 ty adviser. The responses available to the 
r..,,,., statements were (1) very poor, (2) poor, (3) adequate, (4) 
good, and (5) excellent. 
Two additional statements were placed at the end of 
the questionnaire in which the student was asked to explain in 
a paragraph how his former professional adviser was most and 
least adequate, and how his current faculty adviser was most 
and least adequate. 
The instrument was sent by mail to 425 sophomore students 
who during their freshman year had a noninstructional, pro-
fessional adviser and had since been transferred to a faculty 
adviser. Since the Advisement Center at Eastern Illinois 
University began in 1965, the sophomore group was selected for 
the study because they were the only group that had advisement 
experience with both a professional, freshman adviser and a 
faculty adviser. And since freshmen students were assigned a 
professional freshman adviser for two quarters and then released 
to a faculty adviser, the writer selectea. only sophomore 
students who also had a minimum of two quarters of advisement 
experience with his faculty adviser. 
The writer allowed a period of three weeks for the ques-
tionnaires to be returned and at that time, 326 questionnaires 
or 76 percent had been returned. 
The second questionnaire (appendix C) which was sent to 
students who had dropped from the University contained twenty-
one statements and also included an opportunity for the student 
to explain how his professional freshman adviser was most or 
least adequate. This questionnaire was identical to the one 
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stated above (appendix A) except that nene et the statements 
-... applied te a faculty adviser. The statements in the secend 
questiennaire were identical t• the first er the paired 
ststements used in the first questionnaire. The respenses 
available were &la• identical. lvaluatien et all statements 
applied enly te a noninstructienal. freshman adviser. 
One-hundred and f eur er 2.3 percent ef the queatiennaires 
have been returned. The writer realized that a small per• 
centage of completed questi•nnaires were returned. but felt 
that the results sheuld reflect the current feelings er 
drepout students te their advisers to a substantial degree. 
The results frem this questionnaire will also be pre~ 
sented in tables. The results will include (a) the results 
or the advisement services performed by pr•fessional fresh-
man advisers, (b) how the students felt toward being arbit-
rarily assigned an adviser, and (c) hew students perceived 
their ad vise rs. 
;. 
' 
'.~' . _.. 
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TABLE 1 
STUDENT RESPONSES TO ESSENTIAL INFORMATION 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
1. Evaluate information 
received on general 
requirements for a 
degree. 7.7 21.s 33,-7 23.0 
3. Evaluate information 
received on dropping 
13.5 17.8 23.0· and adding a course. 35.0 
5. Evaluate information 
received on total re-
quirements tor a 
11.7 degree. 29.1 27.9 22.7 
7. Evaluate informa.tion 
received on probation 
final pro, and def'-
icit points. 26.7 22.7 33.4 10.7 
9. Ev~luate information 
received on scholas-
tic loM.. 6.8 15.0 40.5 25.S 
11. Evaluate information 
received on prere-
10~8 18.4 39.6 21.s quisites. 
13. Evaluate information 
received on select-
ing elective courses 
or a minor field of 
study. 17.5 25.5 31.9 19.3 
Notes: 
Numbers are adjusted to the nearest 















STUDENT RESPONSES TO ESSENTIAL INFORMATION 
RECEIVED FROM FACULTY ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor qua.te Good 
2. Evaluate information 
received on general 
requirements for a 
S.9 degree. 14.4 30.1 28.2 
4. Evaluate information 
received on dropping 
e.6 20.6 and adding a course. 17.5 43.9 
6. Evaluate information 
received on total re-
quirements for a 
6.4 16.0 28.8 29.8 degree. 
8. Evaluate information 
received on probation 
final pro, and def-
9.8 icit points. 21.2 24.9 40.5 
10. Evaluate information 
received on scholas-
tic load. 5.2 11.7 44.8 27.3 
12. Evaluate information 
received on prere-
quisites. 10.1 12.0 40.8 27.0 
14. Evaluate information 
received on select-
ing elective courses 
or a minor field of 
study. 8.9 19.0 35.3 24.2 
Notes: 
Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. 
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Discussion of the Tables on Essential Information 
Examination of Tables (1) and (2) reveals there was 
considerable difference in student evaluation of essential in-
formation presented them by the two kinds of advisers at 
Eastern Illinois University. The most noted difference occured 
in statements (5) and (6). About 18 percent of the students 
thought their current faculty advisers gave "excellent" in-
formation concerning total requirements for a degree while 
on1y 8 percent thought their former freshmen advisers gave 
"excel.Jent" information. Other notable differences occurred 
in the percent of students who responded with "poor" and "very 
poor" to statements (5) and (6). A total of 40.8 percent of 
the students thought their former freshmen advisers presented them 
"poor" or "very poor" information on total requirements for a 
degree whi1e 26.l percent thought their faculty advisers pre-
sented them "poor" or "very poor" information. 
It is evident from Tables (1) and (2) that in every respect 
the faculty advisers received a better evaluation on statements 
(5) and (6) than did the professional freshmen advisers. 
On statements (1) and (2}, "evaluate the information 
received on general requirements for a degree," the faculty ad-
visers again received a high evaluation. Over 18 percent of the 
students thought their faculty advisers gave them "excellent" 
information on general requirements for a degree while only 
1J.8 percent felt their former freshmen advisers presented 
"excellent" information. As a whole, both advisement groups per-
formed favorably on statments ( 1) and ( 2). Seventy-six and 
seven-tenths percent of the students surveyed thought their 
faculty advisers presented adequate or better information 
while 70.5 percent thought their former freshmen ::idvisers pre-
sentAd "adequate", "good", or "exce11enttt information. 
On examination of statements (3) and (4), "evaluate 
information received on dropping and ad.ding a course," the only 
notable difference occurred in the percent of students who 
thought that "very poortt information was given them by their 
advisers. Over 8 percent of the students believed their 
faculty advisers presented "very poor" information while 13.5 
percent thought their former freshmen advisers gave them "very 
poor" information. 
There was very little difference between the twc groups 
oi' advisers on statements {7) and ( 8), "evaluate information re-
ceived on probation, final prob.ation, and deficit points." How-
ever, it should be noted that 46.1 percent of the students surveyed 
thought that "poor" or "very poor" information was presented thetr. 
by the faculty advisers and 49.4 percent thought their former 
freshmen advisers pr·2sented npoor" or "very poor" information 
about final probation, probation, and deficit points. It seems 
evident from the above figures that the students surveyed were 
not pleased with the information presented them on those 
subjects. 
There were no notable differences between statements (9) 
and ( 10), "eva] uate information on scho1 astic load. tt Both 
-
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~dvisernent groups did well on presenting this information to 
the students. 
The students surveyed were pleased with the information 
presented them on prerequisites. Both groups of advisers per-
formed favorably with the faculty group getting a higher 
evaluation than the freshmen advisers. 
On examination of statements (13) and (14), ttevaluate 
informaticn received en se12cting sJ.ective courses or a possible 
minor field of study," a considerable difference was noted in 
the "excellent" and "very poor" catergories, with the faculty 
advisers getting a better evaluation in each category. As a 
who'.'.1.e, f acu1 ty advisers received a better evaluation than the 
freshmen advisers. A significant difference occurred in the 
amount of "a:iequ.s.tett, ttgood", or "excellent" information 
presented to the students by the advisers. Over 72 percent of 
the students thought their f acu1 ty ad.visers 
:::;dequate or b~tter information whereas on1 y 57 percent thought 







STUDENT RESPONSES TO ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL .ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
15. Evaluate assistance 
on registration pro-
6.8 26.4 cedures. 11.0 39.0 
17. Evaluate assistance 
received in plan-
ning a college program. 11.0 21.2 34.4 21.a 
19. Ev&luate assistance 
received on improv-
33.g 29.a 26.7 a.o ing study habits. 
21. Evaluate assistance 
received on motivat-
ing you to do better. 21.8 24.9 32.8 15.0 
23. Evaluate assistance 
received on inform-
ing you of extra-
curricular activit-
ies and services of 
the University. 37.7 33.1 20.3 6.1 
25. Evaluate assistance 
received on Univer-
sity regulations 
and rules. 20.9 31.0 34.4 10.4 
Notes: 
Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. 
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TABLE 4 
STUDENT RESPONSES TO ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 
RECEIVED FROM FACULTY ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
16. .Evaluate assistance 
on registration pro-
16.3 38.3 ceduree. 7.4 24.5 
18. Evaluate assistance 
received in plan-
ning a college program. 9.5 14.4 27.3 29.8 
20. Evaluate assistance 
received on improv-
ing study habits. 29.5 33.4 27.3 7.1 
22. Evaluate assistance 
received on motivat-
ing you to do better. 19.6 23 .3 34.7 14.4 
24. Evaluate assistance 
received on inform-
ing you of extra-
curricular activit-
ies and. services of 
the University. 32.8 34.1 23.3 6.8 
26. Evaluate assistance 
received on Univer-
sity regulations 
and rules. 21.2 31.3 34.4 10.4 
Notes: 
Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. 
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Discussion of the Tables on Academic Assistance 
Tables (3) and (4) show the academic assistance given 
students by their former freshmen advisers and by their present 
faculty advisers. Although there was only one pair of state-
ments which had a significant difference (see appendix 0), 
there were several statements which had interesting similarities 
and should be noted. The similarities occurred in statements 
(21) and (22), (23) and (24), and (25) and (26}. Examination of 
statements (25} and (26), ttevaluate assistance received on 
University regulations and rules," show that the widest margin 
of difference among the five responses avalable was .31 which 
occurred in both the "very poor" and "poor" categories. Further 
examination on statements (25) and (26) reveals that an equal 
number of students selected the "adequate" category and an 
equal number selected the "good" catergory (see appendixes 
G and H). 
-Although statements (25) and (26) are very similar, it 
was evident the students surveyed were dissatisfied with the 
assistance given them on University regulations and rules. Over 
52 percent of the students thought their f acu1ty advisers gave 
"poor" or "very poor" assistance on this subject while only 
47 .3 percent thought "adequate", "good", or "excellent•• assist-
ance was given them. In a similar sense, 51.9 percent of the 
students thought their former freshmen advisers gave "poor" or 
"very poor" assistance concerning University regulations and 
ru1es while on1-y 47 .G percent thought "adequate", "good.", or 
"excellent" assistance was given them. 
3 l~ 
The students also thought inadequate assistance on 
improving study habits was given them by their current 
faculty and former freshmen advisers. Only 9 percent of the 
students considered ttgoodtt or "excellenttt assistance was 
given them by their current faculty advisers while 9.2 per-
cent thought "good" or "excellent" assistance was given them 
by their former freshmen advisers. 
The greatest significance between the two groups of 
advisers concerning academic assistance given to students 
occurred from statements (17) and (1$), "evaluate assistance 
received in planning a college program". About 75 percent of 
the students considered adequate or better assistance was 
given them by their faculty advisers while 67.9 percent 
believed adequate or better assistance was given them by their 
former freshmen advisers. 
Both groups of advisers seemed to have done a commend-
able job of assisting students in registration procedures 
(statements 15 and 16). Only 17 .$ percent of the students gave 
the professional freshmen advisers a "poor't or "very poor" 
r8ting while 23.7 percent gave the faculty advisers a "poor" or 
"very poor" evaluation. 
The students surveyed were also dissatisfied with the 
assistance presented them by their faculty and former fresh-
men advisers on' informing them of extracurricular activities, 
campus organizations, and services of the University (statements 
23 and 24), and motivating them to improve or to do better 
{statements 21 and 22). A total of 20.5 percent gave their 
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former freshmen advisers a "good" or "excellent" rating on 
motivating them to do better while only a slightly better 
percentage, 21.8, gave their faculty advisers the same 
evaluation. 
A much lower percent of the students, 8.9, felt that 
"good" or "excellent" assistance was given them by their former 
freshmen advisers on informing them on extracurricular activities 
and services of the University while 9.9 percent considered 




STUDENT RESPONSES TO PERSONAL SERVICES 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor qua.te Good 
27. lvalua.te availa-
bility of adviser. 6.4 13.2 2e.2 31.0 
29. Evaluate ability of 
adviser to under-
stand you. 4.3 11.4 29.5 2s.9 
31. Evaluate quality of 
advisement received. 7.1 17.5 33.7 24.2 
33. Evaluate attitude of 
adviser in being in-
terested in you. 7.4 12.9 25.2 25.5 
35. Evaluate the con-
f idence you had in 
your adviser. 14.7 18.4 27.3 20.6 
37. Evaluate ability of 
adviser to commun-
icate with you. 3.4 10.7 33.4 31.0 
39. Evaluate ability in 
adviser to make you 
4.6 6.4 feel comfortable. 24.5 33.1 
Notes: 
Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. 
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TABLE 6 
STUDENT RESPONSES TO PERSONAL SERVICES 
RECEIVED 1'"'ROM FACULTY ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
2a. Evaluate availa-
bility of adviser. 6.4 14.7 25.5 32.s 
JO. Evaluate ability of 
adviser to under-
stand you. 6.1 8.9 30.1 35.3 
32. Evaluate quality of 
advisement received. e.3 16.0 2e.2 Jl.9 
34. Evaluate attitude of 
adviser in being in-
6.4 terested in you. 14.4 26.4 28.2 
36. Evaluate the eon-
f idence you had in 
18.7 29.g your ad vis er. 12.9 23.3 
JS. Evaluate ability of 
adviser to commun-
icate with you. 4.3 8.J 32.2 36.8 
40. Evaluate ability in 
adviser to make you 
8.3 35.6 feel comfortable. 7.7 22.4 
Notes: 
Numbers are ~djusted to the nearest tenth percent. 
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Discussion of the Tables on Personal Services 
It is evident from Tab1es (5) and (6) that students 
surveyed were satisfied with the personal services performed 
by both the faculty advisers and the former freshmen advisers. 
When asked to evaluate the statement, ttevaluate the availability 
of advisers," 7S.6 percent of the students thought their faculty 
advisers were available when needed and ao.1 percent thought 
their former freshmen advisers were available when needed. 
Examination of the paired statements (29) and (30), 
(33) and (34), and (37} and (JS) shows that both faculty and 
former freshmen advisers were able to communicate, understand, 
and take a unique interest with each advisee. Over S4 percent 
of the students surveyed felt their faculty advisers under-
stood them while a3.9 percent felt their former freshmen 
advisers completely understood them. On evaluating the attitudes 
of advisers in being interested in the students, Table (6) 
reveals 78. 9 percent of the students felt their f acu1 ty ad vis er' s 
attitude toward them was adequate or better while Table ( 5) 
shows 79 percent considered their former freshmen adviser's 
attitude was adequate or better. 
It is evident from Tables (5) and (6) that there was no 
problem in advisees communicating with their advisers. Only 
12.6 percent felt some difficulty occurred in communicating with 
their faculty advisers while 14. l percent felt they had trouble 
communicating with their former freshmen advisers. 
In examining statements (39) and (40), it is evident 
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that the students had no trouble in feeling comfortab1e in 
the presence of their advisers. Eleven percent of the students 
thought their former freshmen advisers made them feel uncom-
fortabJ e whi1e 16 percent felt their current faculty advisers 
made them fee1 uncomfortable. 
The majority of the students surveyed believed both 
the former freshmen advisers and the current faculty advisers 
presented good, sound, and honest advisement. Table (5) shows 
75.1 percent of the students felt their former freshmen 
advisers gave them adequate or better advisement while Table 
(7) shows 75.4 percent felt their current faculty advisers 
presented adequate or better advisement services. 
The majority of the students surveyed also had con-
fidence in their advisers to talk to them about any problem 
(statements 35 and 36). Table {5) shows 66.6 percent held 
confidence in their former freshmen advisers while Table (6) 
shows 67.5 percent of the students held confidence in their 
faculty advisers. 
Statement (42) asked the students to describe in a 
paragraph how their former professional advisers were most and 
least adequate. The students used the following explanations 
which occured most frequently to describe how their former fresh-
men advisers were most adequate: 
1. Most adequate in that they were nice persons, 
understanding, easy to talk to, and always 
willing to help. 
2. Most adequate in that they were always avail-
able when needed. 
3. TJiost adequate in that they helped students 
adjust to college. 
-
4. Most adequate in helping with registration 
procedures. 
The students used the following explanations which 
occurred most frequently to describe how their former fresh-
men advisers were least adequate: 
1. Least adequate in that they did not know 
as much as they should have in the major 
fields of study. 
2. Least adequate in that they did not know 
the total requirements for a degree. 
3. Least adequate in that they did not know 
what exemptions students were entitled to. 
4. Least adequate in informing students of 
facts on probation, final probation, and 
deficit points. 
5. Least adequate in that they did not inform 
students about extracurricular activities, 
campus organizations, and services of the 
University. 
Statement {4J) asked the students to describe in a 
paragraph how their faculty advisers were most and least 
adequate. The students used the following explanations which 
occurred most frequently to describe how their faculty advisers 
were most adequate: 
l. Most adequate in that they were interested 
in and motivated student in their major 
fields of study. 
2. Most adequate in that they knew the re-
quirements for &raduation in their major 
fie1ds. 
J. Most adequate in helping plan academic 
programs. 
4. M:ost adequate in that they were willing 
to help. 
The students used the following explanations which 
""-"' occurred most frequently to describe how their faculty advisers 
were least adequate: 
1. Least adequate in that they had a limited 
knowledge of the requirements in other 
departments or minor fields not con-
nected or associated with their major 
fields. 
2. 12 ast adequate in that they were difficult 
to locate when they were needed. 
J. Least adequate in that they seemed to be 
too busy and disinterested in students. 
4. Least adequate in informing students of 
facts on probation, final probation, and 
deficit points. 
5. Least adequate in that they did not inform 
students about extracurricular activities, 
campus organizations, and services and 











DROPOUT STUDENT RESPONSES TO ESSENTIAL I~ORMATION 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade- Excel-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good lent 
Evaluate information 
received on general 
requirements for a 
34.6 degree. 1.9 17.3 31.7 14.4 
Evaluate information 
received on dropping 
10.6 26.0 35.6 a.nd adding a course. 14.4 13.5 
Evaluate information 
received on total re-
quirements for a 
5.8 10.6 degree. 19.2 31.7 32.7 
E:valuate information 
received on probation 
final pro, and def-
i.cit points. 7.7 32.1 32.7 15.4 11.5 
E:va.luate information 
received on scholas-
tic load. 2.9 10.6 36.5 31.7 18.J 
Evaluate information 
received on prere-
quisites. l.9 17.3 44.2 24.0 10.6 
Evaluate information 
received on select-
ing elective courses 
or a minor field of 











Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. The number of 
answers per question processed is 104. 
·-
Discussion of Table on Essential Information 
Tables (7), (8), and (9) show the dropout students' 
responses to the Essential Information, Academic Assistance, 
and Personal Services respectively presented by the nonin-
structional, professional advisers at Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity. 
As a who1e, it is evident from Table (7) that students 
who had dropped from the University are satisfied with the 
Essential Information presented them by the advisers at the 
Advisement Center. However, two of the seven statements in 
Table (7) had a low evaluation. In examing statement (4) in 
Table (7), it shows that 40.4 percent of the dropout students 
thought ttpoor" or "very poor" information was presented them 
on probation, final probation, and deficit points. 
Many of the dropout students (27 .9 percent) also believed 
that inadequate information was given them about selection 











DROPOUT STUDENT RBSPONSIS TO ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 
RECIIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade- Excel-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good lent 
Evaluate assistance 
on registration pro-
cedures. 5.8 14.4 J4.6 29.8 14.4 
Evaluate assistance 
received in plan-
ning a college pro-
gram. J.9 10.6 42.3 27.9 15.4 
Evaluate assistance 
received on improv-
ing study habits. 20.2 2a.9 26.9 16.4 6.7 
Evaluate assistance 
received on motivat-
ing you to do better. 12.5 25.0 2a.9 22.1 10.6 
Evaluate assistance 
received on inform-
ing you of extra-
curricular activit-
ies and services of 














Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. The number of 
answers per question processed is 104. 
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Discussion of Table on Academic Assistance 
Table (8) shows the dropout students' responses to 
Academic Assistance given them by the professional freshmen 
advisers. 
The former students gave the freshmen advisers a favor-
able evaluation on three of the six statements in Table (8). 
In statements (10), (11), and (12), a large percentage of the 
dropout students believed they were given inadequate infor-
mation. On assistance received on improving studying habits 
(statement 10}, 49.1 percent thought they received "poor" or 
"very poor" assistance. On statement (11}, "evaluate assis-
tance received on motivating you to improve or do better", 
37.5 percent thought they received inadequate assistance. 
On assistance in extracurricular activities and general ser-
vices of the University (statement 12), 50 percent of the 




DROPOUT STUDENT RESPONSES TO PERSONAL SERVICES 
RECIIVID FROM PROFESSIONAL lDVISERS 
Very Ade- Excel-
Statements Poor Poor .quate Good lent 
14. Evaluate availa-
bility of adviser. J.9 1.1 lJ.5 41.4 J2.7 
15. Evaluate ability of 
adviser to under-
stand you. o.o 15.4 14.4 37.5 J2.7 
16. Evaluate quality of 
advisement received. 4.8 6.7 21.1 41.4 26.0 
17. Evaluate attitude of 
adviser in being in-
9.6 18.J 29.s 38.5 terested in you. 3.9 
18. Evaluate the con-
f idence you had in 
6.7 9.6 28.9 30.a your adviser. 24.0 
19. Evaluate ability of 
adviser to commun-
icate with you. 2.9 7.7 26.9 33.7 28.9 
20. Evaluate ability in 
adviser to make you 











Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. The number of 
answers per question processed is 104. 
Discussion of Table on Personal Services 
Table (9) sho'll'JS the dropout students' responses to the 
Personal Services received from the noninstructional, pro-
fessional advisers at Eastern Illinois University. 
A majority of the former students, $7.6 percent, thought 
their advisers were available when needed. Also, a high 
percentage, 84.6 percent, believed their advisers adequately 
understood them. On the quality of advisement received, 88.6 
percent of the dropout students received adequate or better 
advisement. 
In evaluating the confidence they had in their advisers, 
83.7 percent of the dropout students felt they had confidence 
in their adviser to talk to them about any problem. A high 
percentage of the students, 89.6 percent, felt they had no 
trouble in communicating with their advisers. 
In evaluating the ability of advisers to make students 
feel comfortabJe, 91.3 percent of the students fe1t their 
advisers had no trouble in making them feel comfortable. 
Statement (22) on the questionnaire sent to dropout 
students asked them to describe how their freshmen advisers were 
most and least adequate. The students used the following 
explanations, which occurred most frequently, to describe how 
their freshmen advisers were most adequate: 
1. Most adequate in being understanding, 
interested, easy to talk to, and making 
students feel comfortable in their 
presence. 
2. Most 9.dequate in helping plan academic 
programs. 
-
J. Most adequate in that they were avai1-
ab1e when needed. 
4. Most adequate in informing what courses 
to take. 
The dropout students used the following explanations,, 
which occurred most frequently,, to describe how their fresh-
men advisers were 1e ast adequate: 
1. Least adequate in giving information 
about major fields of study. 
2. Least adequate in advising on probation, 
final probation, and deficit points. 
J. Least adequate in knowing requirements 
for a degree. 
4. Least adequate on informing students 
of extracurricular activities,, campus 
organizations,, and services and 
regulations of the University. 
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TABLE 10 
COLLEGE STUDENT RESPONSES TO BEING 
ARBITRARILY ASSIGNED AN ADVISER 
Statement 
41. Rate the procedure 
of arbitrarily as-
















Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. The number of 
answers per question processed is 326. 
Table 10 shows how students felt toward being arbitrarily assigned 
an adviser. A majority of students (56.l percent) thought the procedure 
was adequate or better while 42 percent thought it was a •poor" or 
"very poor• method of assigning' students to an adviser. 
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TABLE 11 
DROPOUT STUDENT RESPONSES TO BEING 
ARBITRARILY ASSIGNED AN ADVISER 
Statement 
21. Rate the procedure 
of arbitrarily as-
















Numbers are adjusted to the nearest tenth percent. The number of 
answers per question processed is 104. 
Table 11 shows how the dropout students felt toward being arbit-
rarily assigned an adviser. A majority of the students (60.6 percent) 
thought the procedure was adequate or better while 37.5 percent thought 
it was a "poor" or •very poor• method of assigning students to advisers. 
CHAPTER IV 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
This study was conducted at Eastern Illinois University 
to survey the sophomore and dropout students' opinions as to 
their satisfaction of the services of faculty advisers and 
noninstructiona1, professional advisers. By means of a 43 
item questionnaire which was sent ~o sophomore students and 
by means of a 22 item questionnaire which was sent to drop-
out stuaents from the University, the writer compiled the 
following results. 
Conclusions 
From the results accumulated am':. distributed on the pre-
ceding tables, the writer rnade the following conc1usions: 
l. Because of such a large return, 76 percent, this 
study probably can be considered reliable, within the limits 
of the questionnaire and the popu1ations surveyed. 
2. As is inr1icatec1 by the high percentage of stud.ents 
who sought better ~nformation on tota~ requirements for a 
degree from their noninstructiona1 freshmen advisers, 40.8 
percent, the Advisement Center seems not to satisfy the needs 
of students in this area. 
5J 
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3. From the distribution of responses to statements (7) 
and (8), Tables (J) and {2), both the faculty advisers and pro-
fessional freshmen advisers seem not to satisfy the students' 
needs on informing them about probation, final probation, and 
deficit points. 
4. From the distribution of responses to Tables (1) 
and (2) on Essential Information, most students appear to be 
satisfied with the information presented them by both their 
faculty and former freshmen advisers concerning scholastic 
load, dropping and adding a course, and prerequisites. 
5. As is indicated from the responses to statements 
(13) and (14), Table (1) and (2), more students were satisfied 
with the information presented them about selecting elective 
courses or a minor field of study by their current faculty 
advisers than by their former freshmen advisers. 
6. As is indicated from the responses to statements (5) 
and (6), Tables (1) and (2), more students were satisfied with 
the information presented them on tota1 requirements for a 
degree by their faculty advisers than by their former fresh-
men Cid visers. 
7. As is indicated by the high percentage of students 
who responded f-3.vorably to statements (15) and (16), Tables (3) 
and (4), most students were satisfied with the assistance given 
them by their faculty and former freshmen advisers on regis-
tration procedures. 
8. As is indicated from the responses to statements (17) 
and (18}, Tables (2) and (3), more students were satisfied with 
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the assistance given them on planning their college programs 
_.,, by their faculty advisers than by their former freshmen ad-
visers. 
9. Because of the high percentage of students who were 
dissatisfied with the assistance given them on improving study 
habits by their faculty advisers (62.9%), and professional 
advisers (63.5%), the advisement services seem not to meet 
the needs of the students in this area. 
10. From the responses to statements (21) and (22), 
Tables (3) and (4), the advisement services by both groups of 
advisers seem not to motivate the students to improve or do 
better. 
11. From the high percentage of students who were 
dissatisfied with the assistance on information given them 
about extracurricular activities, campus organizations, and 
services of the University by their faculty advisers (66.9%) 
and former freshmen advisers (70.$%}, the advisement services 
of Eastern Illinois University seem not to meet the students' 
needs in this area. 
12. Because of the high percentage of students who 
wanted more assistance concerning University regulations and 
rules from their facu1 ty advisers (52.5%) and former freshmen 
advisers (51.9%), the faculty and freshmen advisers seem not 
to inform the students adequately on these subjects. 
13. As is indicated from the responses to statements 
(27) and (28), Tables (5) and (6), the faculty and freshmen 
advisers seem to be available when needed. 
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1 4. From the responses to stater.1ents (31) an:i (32), 
'I'.qb1 es (5} and (6), the students seem to be satisfied with the 
quality of ajvisement giv8n them by their f3culty and former 
freshmen advisers. 
15. As is indicated from the responses to statements 
(29) ~md. (30), and statements (33) and (34), Tables (5) and (6), 
the students seem to believe their freshmen and faculty ad-
visers understood them and was interested in them. 
16. From the responses to statement ( 41), Table (10), 
the students seem to think that arbitrarily assigning a 
student to an adviser is a poor method. 
17. As is indicated from the percentage of dropout 
students who were dissatisfied with the information they re-
ceive'.'.!. on probation, final probation, and deficit points 
{40.4%), the professional advisers seem not to meet the needs 
of the students in these areas. 
18. Because of the high percentage of dropout students 
who were satisfied with the Essential Information given them, 
Table {7), the professional advisers tend to perform wel1 in 
this area. 
19. Because of the high percentage of dropout stu:J.ents 
who were satisified with the Personal Services given them, 
Table (9), the professiona1 advisers seem to meet the needs of 
students in this area. 
20. Because of the high percentage of dropout students 
who were not satisfied with the assistance given them on im-
proving study habits, motivating them to improve or do better, 
-
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and informing them of extracurricular activities and services 
of the University (statements 10, 11, and 12} the Advisement 
Center seems not to meet the dropout students needs in these 
areas. 
21. From the responses to statement (21), Table (11), 
the dropout students seem to believe that arbitrarily assign-
ing a student an adviser is a poor method. 
Recommendations 
Based on the findings from the survey conducted at 
Eastern Illinois University, the writer made the following 
recammendations: 
1. A follow-up study be made on this survey to increase 
the effectiveness of the advisement services at Eastern Illinois 
University. 
2. A definition of the Advisement Center, its services, 
and its objectives and procedures be added to the Academic 
Advisement Handbook. 
3. An attempt be made by the advisement services at 
Eastern Illinois University to seek methods of satisfying 
the advisement needs of students in the following areas: (a) 
improving study habits, (b} motivating them to improve or do 
better, (c) informing them of extracurricular activities, 
campus organizations, and general services of the University, 
{d) regulation and rules of the University. 
4. An attempt be made by the advisement services to 
provide more information to advisees on probation, final pro-
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bation, and deficit points. 
5. An effort be made by the advisers in the Advisement 
Center to fully understand the total requirements for a degree 
in the major fields of study offered at Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity. 
6. That a sincere effort be made by each adviser to 
establish a warm, personal relationship with each advisee. 
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APPENDIX A 
,,,._., ESSENTIAL INFORMATION: 
1. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on general requirements for a degree. 
2. Evaluate the information you are receiving from your current 
advisor on general requirements for a degree. 
3. Ev~lua.te the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on dropping and adding a course. 
4. Evaluate the information you are receiving from your current 
advisor on dropping and adding a course. 
5. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on total requirements for a degree. 
6. Evaluate the information you are receiving from your current 
ad visor on total requirements for a degree. 
7. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on probation, final pro, and deficit points. 
8. Evaluate the information you are receiving from your current 
advisor on probation, final pro, and deficit points. 
9. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on scholastic load. (number of quarter hours 
all owed per quarter) 
10. Evaluate the information you are receiving from your current 
advisor on scholastic load. (number of quarter hours allowed 
per quarter) 
11. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on prerequisites. 
12. Evaluate the information you a.re receiving from your current 
advisor on prerequisites. 
13. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor concerning selection of elective courses or a 
possible minor field of study. 
14 •. Evaluate the information you are receiving from your current 
advisor concerning selection of elective courses or a possible 














Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on registration procedures. 
Evaluate the assistance you are receiving from your current 
advisor on registration procedures. 
Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor in planning your college program. 
Evaluate the assistance you are receiving from your current 
advisor in planning your college program. 
Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on improving study habits. 
Evaluate the assist8nce you are receiving from your current 
advisor on improving study habits. 
Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on motivating you to improve or do better. 
Evaluate the assistance you are receiving from your current 
advisor on motivating you to improve or do better. 
Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on informing you of extracurricular activities, 
campus organizations, and general services of the University. 
24. Evaluate the assistance you are receiving from your current 
advisor on informing you of extracurricular activities, campus 
organizations, and general services of the University. 
25. Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor concerning University regulations and rules. 
26. Evaluate the assistance you are receiving from your current 
advisor concerning University regulations and rules. 
PERSONAL SERVICES: 
27. Evaluate the availability of your former freshman advisor. 
28. Evaluate the availability of your current advisor. 
29. Evaluate the ability of your former freshman advisor to under-
stand you and what you wanted to say. 
30. Evaluate the ability of your current advisor to understand 
you and what you wanted to say. 
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31. Eva1uate the quality of advisement you received from your 












Evaluate the quality of advisement you are receiving from your 
current advisor. 
Evaluate the attitude of your former freshman advisor on being 
really interested in you and your problem. 
Evaluate the attitude of your current advisor on being really 
interested in you and your problem. 
Evaluate the confidence you had in your former freshman 
advisor to talk to hi:n about any problem. 
Evaluate the confidence you have in your current advisor to 
talk to him about any problem. 
Evaluate the ability of your former freshman advisor to com-
municate with you. (understanding all that he was talking 
about) 
Evaluate the ability of your current advisor to communicate 
with you. (understanding all that he was talking about) 
Evaluate the ability of your former freshman advisor in 
making you feel comfortable in his presence. 
Evaluate the ability of your current advisor in making you 
feel comfortable in his presence. 
Rate the procedure of arbitrarily assigning you an advisor. 
In what respect was your former freshman advisor: 
adequate. (b) most adequate. 
(a) least 
43. In what respect is your current advisor: {a} least adequate. 
(b) most adequate. 
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APPENDIX B 
""'""' ,_,, Dear Student, 
In cooperation with the Offices of Registration and 
Academic Advisement, I am conducting a survey of the advisement 
program at Eastern Illinois University. Your assistance in filling 
out the enclosed questionnaire is most important and will be 
greatly appreciated. 
DIRECTIONS: 
Enclosed is a questionnaire and an IBM answer sheet. 
With any type of lead pencil, would you use the following key to 
indicate your evaluation of the enclosed statements. 
1. Very poor 
2. Poor 
3. Adequate · 
4. Good 
5. Excellent 
Read each numbered question and refer to its correspond-
ing number on the IBM answer sheet. Choose the alternative you 
consider and blacken the corresponding space on your answer sheet. 
vlhen you finish, please place the completed answer sheet 
in the campus envelope provided and return it to the Registration 







~ ESSENTIAL INFORMATION: 
1. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on general requirements for a degree. 
2. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on dropping and adding a course. 
J. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on total requirements for a degree. 
4. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on probation, final probation, and deficit points. 
5. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on scholastic load. (number of quarter hours allowed 
per quarter) 
6. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on prerequisites. 
7. Evaluate the information you received from your former fresh-
man advisor concerning selection of elective courses or a 
possible minor field of study. 
ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE: 
8. Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on registration procedures. 
9. Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor in planning your college program. 
10. Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on improving study habits. 
11. Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on motivating you to improve or do better. 
12. Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-
man advisor on informing you of extracurricular activities, campus 
organizations, and general services of the University. 
13. Evaluate the assistance you received from your former fresh-











Evaluate the availability of your former freshman advisor. 
Evaluate the ability of your former freshman advisor to 
understand you and what you wanted to say. 
Evaluate the quality of advisement you received from your 
former freshman advisor. 
Evaluate the attitude of your former freshman advisor on 
being really interested in yiou and your problem. 
Eva1uate the confidence you had in your former freshman 
advisor to talk to him about any problem. 
Evaluate the ability of your former freshman advisor to 
communicate with you. (understanding a11 that he was 
talking about} 
20. Evaluate the ability of your former freshman advisor in 
making you feel comfortable in his presence. 
21. Rate the procedure of arbitrarily assigning you an advisor. 
Please write your answer to question 22 
on the back of the answer sheet. 
22. In what respect was your former freshman advisor: (a) least 




In cooperation with the Office of Registration and 
Academic Advisement, I am conducting a survey of the advisement 
program at Eastern Illinois University. Your assistance in 
filling out the enclosed questionnaire is most important and 
will bEl greatly appreciated. 
DIRECTIONS: 
Enclosed is a questionnaire and an IBM answer sheet. 
With any type of lead pencil, wou]d you use the following key 
to indicate your evaluation of the enclosed statements. 





Read each numbered question and refer to its correspond-
ing number on the IBM answer sheet. Choose the alternative you 
consider and blacken the corresponding space on your answer sheet. 
~fuen you finish, please place the completed IBM answer 
sheet in the stamped addressed envelope provided and return it to 













STUDENT RESPONSES TO :ESSENTIAL INFORMATION 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good. 
Evaluate information 
received on general 
requirements for a 
degree. 25 71 110 75 
Evaluate information 
received on dropping 
and adding a course. 44 58 114 75 
Evaluate inf orm.ation 
received on total re-
quirements for a 
38 degree. 95 91 74 
Evaluate information 
received on probation 
final pro, and def-
icit points. 87 74 109 35 
Evaluate information 
received on scholas-
tic load, 22 49 132 84 
BvAluste information 
received on prere-
quisites. 35 60 129 71 
Evaluate information 
received on select-
ing elective courses 
or a minor field of 
study. 57 SJ 104 63 
Notes: 



















STUDENT RESPONSES TO ESSENTIAL INFORl4.ATION 
RECEIVED FROM FACULTY ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
Evaluate information 
received on general 
requirements for a 
degree. 29 47 98 92 
Evaluate information 
received on dropping 
2e and adding !!\ course. 57 143 67 
Ev~luate information 
received on total re-
quirements for a 
degree. 21 52 94 97 
Evaluate information 
received on probAtion 
final pro, a.nd def-
icit points. 69 81 132 32 
Evaluate information 
received on scholas-
tic load. 17 38 146 89 
Evaluate information 
received on prere- gg quisites. 33 39 133 
Evaluate information 
received on select-
ing elective courses 
or a minor field of 
study. 29 62 115 79 
Notes: 




















STUDENT RESPONSES TO ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
Evaluate assistance 
received on regis-




36 69 gram. 112 71 
Evaluate assistance 
received on improv-
ing study habits. 110 97 87 26 
Evaluate assistance 
received on motivat-
ing you to do better. 71 81 107 49 
Evaluate assistance 
received on inform-
ing you of extra-
curricular activit-
ies and services of 
the University. 123 108 66 20 
Evaluate assistance 
received on Univer-
sity rules and 
68 regulations. 101 112 34 
Notes: 


















STUDENT RESPONSES TO ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 
RECEIVED FROM FACULTY ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
Evaluate assistance 
received on regist-




gram. 31 47 89 97 
Evaluate &ssistance 
received on improv-
96 ing study habits. 109 89 23 
Evaluate assistance 
received on motivat-
ing you to do better. 64 76 113 47 
Evaluate assistance 
received on inform-
ing you of extra-
curricular activit-
ies and services of 
the University. 107 111 76 22 
Evaluate assistance 
received on Univer-
sity rules and reg-
69 102 112 ulations. 34 
Notes: 



















STUDENT RESPONSES TO PERSONAL SERVICES 
RECEIVED FROM FACULTY ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
Evaluate availa-
bi1ity of adviser. 21 48 83 107 
Evaluate ability of 
adviser to under-
stand you. 20 29 9S 115 
Evaluate quality of 
advisement received. 27 52 92 104 
Evaluate attitude of 
adviser in being in-
terested in you. 21 47 86 92 
Evaluate the con-
f idence you had in 
61 76 your ad vis er. 42 97 
Evaluate ability of 
adviser to commun-
icate with you. 14 27 105 120 
Evaluate ability in 
adviser to make you 
116 feel comfortable. 25 27 73 
Notes: 




















DROPOUT STUDENT RESPONSES TO ESSENTIAL INFORMATION 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade- Excel-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good lent ., 
Evaluate information 
received on general 
requirements for a 
degree. 2 18 36 33 15 
Evaluate information 
received on dropping 
and adding a course. 11 15 27 37 14 
Evaluate information 
received on total re-
quirements for a 
6 20 degree. 33 34 11 
Evaluate information 
received on probation, 
final pro, and def-
icit points. 34 34 16 12 
Evaluate information 
received on scholas-
tic load. 3 11 38 33 19 
Evaluate information 
received on prere-
quisites. 2 lS 46 25 11 
Evaluate information 
received on select-
ing elective courses 
or a minor field of 
study. 5 24 30 36 9 
Notes: 















DROPOUT STUDENT RESPONSES TO ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade- Excel-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good lent 
$. Evaluate assistance 
on registration pro-
6 36 cedures. 15 31 15 
9. Evaluate assistance 
received in plan-
ning a college pro-
16 gram. 4 11 44 29 
10. Evaluate assistance 
received on improv-
2a ing study habits. 21 30 17 7 
11. Evaluate assistance 
received on motivat-
ing you to do better. 13 26 30 23 11 
12. Evaluate assistance 
received on inform-
ing you of extra-
curricular activit-
ies and services of 
the University. 19 33 27 20 5 
13. Evaluate assistance 
received on Univer-
sity regulations 
and rules. 10 23 38 24 9 
Notes: 


















DROPOUT STUDENT RESPONSES TO PERSONAL SERVICES 
RECEIVED FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS 
Very Ade-
Statements Poor Poor quate Good 
Evaluate avail a-
bility of adviser. 4 14 43 
Evaluate ability of 
adviser to under-
stand you. 0 16 15 39 
Evaluate quality of 
advisement received. 5 7 22 43 
Evaluate attitude of 
adviser in being in-
terested in you. 4 10 19 31 
Evaluate the con-
f idence you had in 
your adviser. 7 10 25 30 
Evaluate ability of 
adviser to commun-
icate with you. 3 g 2$ 35 
Evaluate ability in 
adviser to make you 
6 1$ feel comfortable. 3 31 
Notes: 














SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE RESPONSES TO 
SEVEN-PAIRED STATEMENTS ON ESSENTIAL INFORMATION 
PERFORMED BY PROFESSIONAL AND FACULTY ADVISERS. 
Obtained Level of 
Values of Confidence 
Statements Chi-square .05 N. 
1 and 2. Information received 
on general require-
ments for a degree. 9.7433 * 
3 and 4. Information received 
on dropping and add-
7.6704 ing a course. 
5 and 6. Information received 
on total requirements 
for a degree. 32.5198 * 
7 and 8. Information received 
on probation, final 
pro, and deficit 
points. 7.1824 
9 and 10. Information received 
on scholastic load. 3 .2177 
11 and 12. Information received 
on prerequisites. 6.6526 
13 and 14. Information received 
on selection of elec-
tive courses or a 
possible minor field 
of study. 22.5796 * 
Notes: 
lN. s. means not significant. 
2n. F. means degrees of freedom. 
1 2 












SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE RESPONSES TO 
SIX-PAIRED STATEMENTS ON ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 
PERFORMED BY PROFESSIONAL AND FACULTY ADVISERS. 
Obtained Level of 
Values of Confidence 
Statements Chi-square .05 N. 
15 and 16. Assistance received 
on registration pro-
cedures. 5.3397 
17 and 18. Assistance received 
in planning college 
16. 5431 program. * 
19 and 20. Assistance received 
on improving study 
3.1886 habits. 
21. and 22. Assistance received 
on motivating you to 
1.5785 improve. 
23 and 24. Assistance received 
on informing you on 
extracurricular ac-
ti vi ties and services 
of the University. 2.0062 
25 and 26. Assistance received 
on University regula-
.0695 tions and rules. 
Notes: 
lN. s. mea.ns not significant. 
2D. F. means degrees of freedom. 
l 2 









SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE RESPONSES TO 
SEVEN-PAIRED STATEMENTS ON PERSONAL SERVICES 
PERFORMED BY PROFESSIONAL AND FACULTY ADVISERS. 
Obtained Level of 
Values of Confidence 
Statements Chi-square .05 N. 
27 and 28. Availability of 
adviser. .9405 
29 and JO. Adviser understand-
ing the student. 7.2005 
31 and 32. Quality of advise-
ment. 5.9082 
33 and 34. Adviser interested 
in student. 2.3395 
35 and J6. Confidence in adviser. J.1274 
37 and 38. Adviser communicat-
ing with the student. 3.7469 
39 and 40. Adviser making student 
comfortable. 5.6544 
Notes: 
lN. s. means not significant. 
2D. F. means degrees of freedom. 
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